
In response to the number of PR professionals and organizations who want to ensure they find the right media monitoring and analysis package, but don’t have the 
resources to implement the formal RFP process, BurrellesLuce has consolidated questions frequently during the search process.

Below is a brief outline to help you define concrete needs and goals so you, your team, and your potential providers can ensure you get exactly what you 
need when you need it.

List your main goals and objectives in implementing a media monitoring service:

Who is/are your target audience(s)?

What are your key messages? 

Identify your top-tier media outlets:

Identify your second-tier media outlets: 

What are your reporting and analysis goals?

What is the estimated cost of doing media monitoring in-house?

What is the estimated cost of contracting with a media monitoring service?
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Checklist:  
Finding Your Media Monitoring Solution

Need BL BurrellesLuce Vendor #2 Vendor #2  
Response

Vendor #3 Vendor #3  
Response

Print Monitoring

Does the delivered coverage show the 
printed version of the article? 

YES Print coverage delivered shows each article 
exactly as it appeared in print

Daily newspapers (print) monitored: YES Extensive coverage of national, regional, and  
local daily newspapers

Daily newspapers (online): YES Behind-the-paywall coverage of online versions 
of national, regional, and local daily newspapers

Monthly & bi-monthly newspapers and 
other U.S. periodicals

YES Monitoring of print and online versions of trade 
journals, periodicals, and magazines

 
Online monitoirng

 
YES

Comprehensive monitoring of blogs, news sites, 
online forums, social media, and syndicated 
newswire content, including Associated Press

 
Hyper-local and rural sources

 
YES

Sources covered by no other monitoring service 
or aggregator are available through  
BurrellesLuce, including rural and hyperlocal 
publications from across the country

 
Easy to access and organize clips

YES Digital clips delivered to end user’s central online 
interface where they can be sorted automatically 
or by hand

Is the  full text of the article delivered 
(i.e. not headlines with a one-sentence 
summary)?

 
YES

Each delivered clip features the article in its 
entirety, NOT a summary

Is coverage the full text of the article  
(i.e. not headlines with a one-sentence 
summary)?

 
YES

Full, text of the article delivered with every clip. If 
a client opts for single-tier editing, they will only 
receive a link and an abstract

Can content from major dailies be  
delivered by 9am EST?

YES Express coverage ensures news from top  
publications arrives by start of business

Does delivered content include  
accompanying images?

YES When applicable, each article includes all  
accompanying, full-color images and photo  
captions

Does delivered content include the 
printed version and the online version?

YES Service delivers both versions of the same article 
from print and online to demonstrate differences 
in coverage

Is the delivered content copyright  
compliant?

YES Content has proper licensing and does not  
expose clients to liability



Need BL BurrellesLuce Vendor #2 Vendor #2  
Response

Vendor #3 Vendor #3  
Response

Broadcast Coverage

Is coverage sourced from the top 210 U.S. 
DMAs?

YES

Does broadcast monitoring include  
television and radio broadcasts?

YES

Does monitoring include Hispanic and 
international programming?

YES Streaming clips based on closed 
captioning delivered to central  
client interface

Is broadcast coverage delivered in  
near-real time?

YES Streaming clips are delivered within 
minutes of airing

Can broadcast coverage be edited to  
remove commercials and repeats?

YES Human editors can remove  
commercials and repeats

Online Monitoring

Does delivered coverage show the  web 
version of a traditional print article?

YES Coverage from online print  
publications show the online  
version of the print article

Does delivered coverage include blogs, 
online versions of print publilcations, 
online news sites, and social media?

 
YES

We monitor hundreds of thousands 
of blogs, online versions of print 
publications, online news sites, and 
social media

 
 
Is the delivered content edited?

 
YES

We have two levels of editing: the first 
tier is Boolean logic and can only be 
applied to online content; the second 
tier uses Boolean logic and  
human-verified editing and is  
available for print and online content

Is coverage the full text of the article  
(i.e. not headlines with a one-sentence  
summary)?

 
YES

Full, text of the article delivered with 
every clip. If a client opts for single- 
tier editing, they will only receive a 
link and an abstract

Can content from major dailies be  
delivered by 9am EST?

YES Express coverage ensures news from 
top publications arrive by start of 
business

Does delivered content include  
accompanying images?

YES When applicable, each article 
includes all accompanying full-color 
images and photo captions

Does delivered content include the print 
version and the online version?

YES Service delivers both versions of the 
same article from print and online to 
demonstrate differences in coverage

Does coverage include  
behind-the-paywall content?

YES Service delivers full articles and 
images from behind publication 
paywalls

Is the delivered content copyright  
compliant?

YES Content has proper licensing and 
does not expose clients to liability



Need BL BurrellesLuce Vendor #2 Vendor #2  
Response

Vendor #3 Vendor #3  
Response

Software

Does each piece of delivered content 
clearly show metrics like circulation, 
page, keyword, and media value?

 
YES

Each clip clearly states vital metrics 
like circulation, page, keyword, and 
media value

Does the service autotag by coverage 
theme or automatically assign tone to 
each clip?

 
YES

Autotag clips according to theme 
and tone of coverage

Is the delivered content copyright  
compliant?

YES Content has proper licensing and 
does not expose clients to liability

iMonitor - self-guided monitoring 
and research

Can I conduct unlimited ad hoc seaches 
through a cache of monitored online 
articles and social media from the past 
45 days?

 
 

YES

Can I search for competitor or industry 
news using any keywords or phrases?

YES

Can I set custom alerts for sites, blogs, 
and social media?

YES

Can I save the clips I want? YES

Can I report on and analyze the iMonitor 
clips I save?

YES Clips saved to iMonitor can easily 
be included in any automated 
reporting and analysis

Automated Analysis

Do you provide automated analysis? YES User-defined automatic reports 
come standard with any  
subscription

Can automated reports be categorized 
by different metrics?

YES Choose to list articles by audience, 
city, date, journalist, prominence, 
and more than ten other metrics

 
Does the automated report generate 
visual summaries ?

 
YES

Choose to generate full-color 
charts or graphs, and determine 
fields based on metrics like share 
of voice, impressions by media 
type, and impact

Are automated reports exported into 
sharable formats?

YES Export your automated report as a 
PDF, PowerPoint or Excel file

Can you assign tonality to content? YES

Can you extract themes from the  
coverage?

YES



Need BL BurrellesLuce Vendor #2 Vendor #2  
Response

Vendor #3 Vendor #3  
Response

Custom Quantitative Analysis

Do you provide custom quantitative 
analysis?

YES Custom quantitative analysis 
results are grouped by categories 
that reflect your stated need

Does quantitative analysis provide  
comprehensive metrics like tone,  
impressions, and media value?

 
YES

Custom quantitative analysis 
includes human-analyzed tone, 
impressions, and media value for 
the whole story or a relevant  
portion of the story

Are custom analysis results and charts 
exported as Word, Excel, or PowerPoint 
files?

 
YES

The client decides the format 
of results and graphs that most 
meets their need

Do charts detail stories delivered, 
impressions delivered, media value 
amassed, tone by stories delivered, 
tone by impressions delivered, stories 
by grouping category, impressions by 
grouping category, and media value by 
grouping category?

 
 
 

YES

Charts detail all the mentioned  
metrics in current and recent 
reporting periods

Custom Qualitative Analysis

Do you provide custom qualitative 
analysis?

YES Our qualitative analysis option  
features comprehensive  
qualitative AND quantitative 
analysis

 
Does qualitative analysis provide  
comprehensive metrics like tone,  
impressions, media value, key messages, 
call to action, location of initial mention, 
and exclusivity?

 
 

YES

Custom qualitative analysis 
includes human-analyzed tone, 
impressions, media value for a 
portion of or the whole story, up 
to three client-specified key  
messages, and either call to  
action, location of initial mention, 
or exclusivity

Are custom analysis results and charts 
exported as Word, Excel, or PowerPoint 
files?

 
YES

The client decides the format 
of results and graphs that most 
meets their need

Do charts detail stories delivered, 
impressions delivered, media value 
amassed, tone by stories delivered, 
tone by impressions delivered, stories 
by grouping category, impressions by 
grouping category, media value by 
grouping category, key messages by  
stories delivered, key messages by  
impressions, and call to action, location 
of the mention, or exclusivity by stories  
delivered?

 
 
 
 

YES

 
 
 
 
Charts detail all the mentioned  
metrics in current and recent 
reporting periods
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Client Services

Is there a dedicated account manager 
assigned to each account?

YES Dedicated account manager works  
specially with clients to ensure  
compliance with client needs and 
liases with analysts

Terms of Service and Rates

Is a 0-4 month contract term available? YES However, the best pricing is made  
available to clients for an annual 
contract

Is a 6-11 month contract term avail-
able?

YES However, the best pricing is made  
available to clients for an annual 
contract

Is a single state rate available? YES Monitored coverage can be  
confined to a single state

Is a multi-state rate available YES All coverage can be confined to 
specific geography however after 
seven states the rate is the same 
for national coverage
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